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Dibond is a rigid, decorative and 
exceptionally light-weight composite sheet
that is increasingly specified for interiors in
large retail environments.  Manufactured
from thin aluminium skins, with a recycled
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) core,
Dibond is exceptionally versatile.  Dibond
is manufactured in Germany by 3A 
composites (formerly Alcan Composites)
and forms part of a hugely respected 
portfolio of branded products alongside
Forex and Kapa.
Available in the UK through Amari Plastics,
Dibond has developed from being a 
product initially used for flat applications -
such as shop fascia signage, to its current
use in 3-dimensional products - often
being bent, routed or shaped to create
POS /POP, plinths, wall-linings, cladding or
furniture by replacing  MDF or Plywood.
Dibond can be worked using traditional
woodworking tools, making it easy to use;
it can be routed and formed in to 3 
dimensional shapes or cold-bent / rolled to
make curves etc. The sheet weight is only
3.8kg per m2 and, being so light, Dibond
is ideal for internal applications at both
ground and raised levels – it is also a class
1 Fire retardant product as standard.  A
special grade of Dibond is stocked by
Amari Plastics – Dibond FR, which offers a
higher level of fire retardency classification.
This grade has often been specified for
use in UK airports for shopfitting and 
fixtures.
Apart from ease of fabrication and 
flame-retardency benefits, Dibond also
meets the needs of the growing 
environmental lobby in that it is made from
mostly recycled materials (the HDPE core
being a recycled grade), and it is 100%
recyclable. Offcuts, side-trim, workings

and sheets or panels returned from site
can be baled and returned to Germany
where the aluminium is split away from the
HDPE core and both products can then be
recycled and reused in lower grade 
products. This is the only Aluminium
Composite product that this system 
currently operates for – other products of
a similar nature, that are available from
China, use a lower grade aluminium which
cannot easily be recycled.
Dibond also meets the needs of designers
and specifiers by being available in a large
range of colours (matt and gloss)  – with
gloss exclusively available in a High Gloss
range that can currently be seen in a 
variety of high-street chains. In addition to
this there is a large range of metallic 
finishes, such as Butler Finish – a brushed
stainless-steel effect (also available in
Gold, Copper and Steel colours). Add to
this a range of mirror products – also 
available in a variety of colours such as
Anthracite and Gold and a Stucco finish -
an aluminium sheet with a patterned, 
dimpled effect - and you have a stunning
range and variety of finishes to create 
dazzling effects within the retail 
environment.
More recently 3A have added a range of 4
woodgrain finishes – the Decor Range –
which allows you to use Dibond in 
applications where MDF or Plywood is too
heavy or where a fire-rating is required.
Whatever the application or the design, 3A
Composites has a Dibond product for you 
available from Amari Plastics and support
or training on how to work with the 
product can be provided.
This impressive product can be used in
conjunction with the long standing famous 
product from 3A – Forex Classic Foam

PVC.  Available in thicknesses of 1mm to
19mm in standard UK sheet sizes it has
long been used for shop-fitting 
applications where weight restrictions and
fire ratings apply.
3A Composites and Amari have the ideal
solutions for your retail environment – why
not give us a call or visit our website and
we can help you create the impact to
make your business grow.

Advertorial

Amari Plastics PLC.
Tel: +44 (0)1932 835000
Fax: +44 (0)1932 835001
www.amariplastics.com

®
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52 DAY IN THE LIFE…
We nd out what it’s like to have a day in the life of Matt

Bradley, Event Director at RBTE.

82 OPINION
Colin Swain, Head of Product, Innovation

and Insight at Kalixa Group talks to A1 Retail
about how customers are becoming

omnipresent as they interact with retailers and
other businesses across a growing number of

channels. 

78 WHERE TO STAY… 
The Varsity Hotel and Spa, Cambridge.

This contemporary and stylish hotel
right in the heart of the city of

Cambridge proved to be a hit when our
Features Writer, Ruth, went to stay. 
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28 LIGHTING STRATEGY: THE WHOLE
STORE IS IN THE SHOP WINDOW

Tim Higgs, National Account Manager at Osram discusses lighting
as a crucial part of the in store customer experience.

30 FLOORING AND ENTRANCE SYSTEMS
As one of the largest surfaces within a retail environment ooring is an
essential part of the interior design and overall look of a store. 

44 DIGITAL RETAIL DESIGN
Steve Thomas Emberson explores the world of digital 

retail design.

48 Q&A SECURE RETAIL
We speak to David Russell, Sales Director at Secure Retail.
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34 MAY DESIGN SERIES
Back for its second year, May Design Series will take place at
London’s ExCel from 18th May 2014 for three days of design

inspiration. We nd out all you need to know to make the most of
your trip to this years’ unmissable event.

22 ECOMMERCE
We delve into the world of eCommerce and look at just what it

takes for retailers to create a seamless shopping experience and
also look at what consumers are expecting and how it is delivered.

38 VM AND DISPLAY REVIEW
We catch up with some of our fellow exhibitors to see what they

thought of this years event.

16 SPRING/ SUMMER TRENDS
We explore some recent projects and products for 2014.
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elcome to the May 2014 issue of A1 Retail Magazine

Fresh back in the o ce from the VM and Display show my mind is full of retail design
inspiration. The BDC was full up with innovative and inspirational stands with something
for everyone in the VM industry. Find out more about what some of our fellow
exhibitors thought from page 38.

We are now getting ready for the May Design Series. Starting on the 18th of this month
at ExCel, we have put a feature together with everything you will need to know to make
the most of your time at this years’ event. As proud media partners to the exhibition,
copies of A1 Retail Magazine will be available at the event.

Also, this month, our features writer has been exploring the world of eCommerce, a
sector of Retail that is moving at rather a fast pace – de nitely worth a read.

We are now putting together our June issue where we are running a feature on the
Marketing Week Live event so if you are exhibiting, please do get in touch – we may be
able to include you in our article.

Happy reading!

Cally Law
Editor/ Director

Follow us on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/A1RetailMag

Follow us on twitter: 
www.twitter.com/a1retailmag

A1 Retail is proud to be 
an ACID Media Supporter

Please recycle this magazine 
after reading.

Editor/Director
Cally Law

07834 355704

cally@a1mediamagazines.com

Features Writer
Ruth Hales

ruth@a1mediamagazines.com

Graphic Design
Carley Bocking

carley@a1mediamagazines.com

Sales Manager
Holly Croot

07828 608162

holly@a1mediamagazines.com

Advertising Sales
Devon Underhill

devon@a1mediamagazines.com

Managing Director
Terry Ware

07734 682 545

terry@a1mediamagazines.com

Subscriptions
subscriptions@a1mediamagazines.com

Accounts
accounts@a1mediamagazines.com

General enquiries
enquiries@a1mediamagazines.com

Printed by Buxton Press Limited

A1 Retail Magazine is published 11 times a year by
Award Winning 4 U MEDIA LIMITED T/A A1 MEDIA. 

Tel: 01787 222251 Fax: 01787 224395
Address: 4 U MEDIA LIMITED T/A A1 MEDIA, A1 Retail
Magazine, Unit 4, Fox and Pheasant Centre, White
Colne, Colchester, Essex, CO6 2PS.

No part of A1 Retail Magazine may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or transmitted to any form
without permission. Views expressed in the magazine
are not necessarily those of 4 U MEDIA LIMITED. 
During printing, images may be subject to up to a 
15 per cent variation. 
© Copyright 4U MEDIA LIMITED T/A A1 MEDIA 2014. 
All rights reserved.
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1.  Tommaso Natale joins ZNAP as Chief 

Product and Strategy O cer.

2.  The TPS Group of Companies
has appointed former England and
Leicester Tigers captain Neil Back
MBE as their Business
Development Director.

3.  eCommera, a global software
as a service (SaaS) and big data
company that was formed to help
retailers pro t from the move to
omni channel commerce, today
announced the appointment of
Kevin Sterneckert as chief
marketing o cer (CMO).

APPOINTMENTS

UK organisations, local authorities,
community groups and individual recycling
pioneers were honoured at the Awards for Excellence in Recycling
and Waste Management 2014. 

This year’s event received the largest number of entries to date, 
up 44% from 2013, demonstrating the growing importance of the
recycling and waste management sector. ITV newsreader Julie
Etchingham hosted the event, and representatives from the
sponsors of each category revealed the winners of the 11 
highly acclaimed Awards – widely acknowledged as the industry’s
equivalent to the Oscars.

Julie Etchingham announced that the
experienced panel of judges, chaired by
John Woodru , Chairman of the National
Association of Waste Disposal O cers
and Head of Waste Services at the
London Borough of Bromley, had decided
the following entrants were worthy of
the highest accolades:

ZERO WASTE PLATINUM AWARD,
sponsored by SAICA Natur and Wastecare  Winner – KP Snacks

RETAIL RECYCLING CHAMPION – charity partner, British Heart
Foundation  Winner – West eld Stratford City in partnership with
Wastesolve

CIRCULAR ECONOMY SUCCESS, sponsored by Brocklesby Winner
– ECO Plastics, Lincolnshire

WINNERS ANNOUNCED

4.  Stuart Hill has been made
CEO of wnDirect.

5.  Maginus appoints Paul Spinks as Non Executive
Director.

6 and 7. Award winning retail and leisure asset
management specialist Realm is delighted to announce
the appointment of two new senior members of sta .
John Magee joins Freeport Fleetwood as Centre Manager
and Jacquie Davies will be based at the Alderley Edge
headquarters to take up a newly created Portfolio
Facilities Management role.

WASTE MANAGEMENT INITIATIVE IN THE
COMMERCIAL AND PUBLIC SECTOR, sponsored
by Taylor  Winner – Marks & Spencer in

partnership with Helistrat

DESIGN OF A WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY, sponsored by
Recycling Registration Service in association with the
Environmental Services Association  Winner – Calder Vale Road
Household Waste and Recycling Centre, Wake eld Council

THE BEST COMMUNITY RECYCLING INITIATIVE, sponsored by 
DHL Envirosolutions  Winner – Bulky Bob’s Crisis Furniture

Scheme, Liverpool

RECYCLING BUSINESS OF THE YEAR,
sponsored by Ceris Burns International
 Winner – The William Tracey Group,
Glasgow

COLLECTION CREW OF THE YEAR,
sponsored by Geesinknorba  Winner – 
RC8, Croydon Council

CIVIC AMENITY SITE OF THE YEAR,
sponsored by Repic  Winner – Northwich Household Waste
Recycling Centre, Cheshire West and Chester Council

THE BEST LOCAL AUTHORITY RECYCLING INITIATIVE, sponsored
by Aylesford Newsprint  Winner – Belfast Inner City Recycling
Initiative, Belfast City Council

LOCAL AUTHORITY RECYCLING CHAMPION, sponsored by Bi a
 Winner – Jessica Bunker, London Borough of Ealing
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For more industry news please visit...
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News & BusinessFor more news and business visit www.a1retailmagazine.com  First place for news in your industry

NEW WEBSITE

The Point of Sale Centre (POSC) has launched a new website as part of its commitment
to providing a range of products combined with exceptional customer service. 
The new website at www.poscentre.co.uk features a modern operating platform to
provide customers with a better shopping experience. It has been built to provide the
optimum user experience on PCs and laptops as well as tablets and smartphones.
Finding the right product is now easier than ever with a simpli ed navigation and an
enhanced search. With greater product clarity and more information about sizes and
pricing, plus an option to view more products on one screen, customers will be able to
use fewer clicks to place their orders. 

Written by Annie Swift, Event
Director, Retail Design Expo

Round up with
RETAIL EXPO 

Visual
Merchandisers

line up for
Retail Design

Expo 2015
Written by Annie Swift, 
Event Director, Retail Design Expo

Stannah has launched a new goods lift infographic (a neat guide to choosing the right lift
(or two) for your retail needs and stock movement) to help retailers make the right
choices.
The idea is to help sta  by complying with the Manual Handling Regulations and then
help your customers by improving customer service.
The neat little dumbwaiter lifts are so useful for retrieving a few items from stock to the
retail oor (such as shoes).  These small Microlift service lifts come in a range of sizes, in
duplex pairs, in double decker con gurations, every which way to ensure there is one
that suits your building and your speci c needs. 

Moving stock over several floors?

Visual merchandising will play a key
role on many fronts at Retail
Design Expo 2015. Purveyors of
creativity, inspiration, logic and
organisation are lining up to join
our ever expanding steering panel:
Jacquie Gray, former BHS creative
director and founder of agency
Cool Gray Creative is leading the
charge alongside over 30 design
heads from retailers, consultancies
and brands. 
Of course, where buyers go,
suppliers will naturally follow and
the number of VM exhibitors at the
Show is gathering pace. They
continue to be joined by players
from all branches of the retail
design sector, among them major
names and some hidden jewels
who, until now, have surprisingly
kept themselves under the radar.
Next month will also see the launch
of Retail Design World’s Student
Awards, yet another feature added
to the Expo’s line up. Star students
from four leading colleges,
mentored by David Dalziel from
Dalziel and Pow and Tim
Greenhalgh from FITCH London,
will work on two live briefs over
the next eight months. The two
winners will be announced at Retail
Design Expo next March, their
prizes being invaluable internships
at leading retailers and design
consultancies. Watch this space for
more developments.
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E-mail events@a1mediamagazines.com
or call 01787 222251
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Marketing Week Live.
25th  26th June 2014
Olympia Grand London
Give us a day. We’ll give you the entire marketing discipline in one 
amazing experience. You’ll thank us. It’s free (but it shouldn’t be). 
It’s a brand new, integrated experience designed to help you accelerate your
marketing plans and your career. For more information visit 
www.marketingweeklive.co.uk/a1retail 

SEPTEMBER 2014

Online Retail Awards 2014
16th September 2014
Royal Garden Hotel, Kensington, London W8 4PT
The Online Retail Awards are a unique, international celebration of the very
best web, tablet and mobile sites that retailers provide for their customers to
ensure that every online shopper enjoys the experience. (Enter your online
retailing website before March 31, and be apart of the very best.) 
www.onlineretailawards.com

May Design Series
18-20 May 2014
ExCel Centre
Split into five key areas incorporating DX, 
The Furniture Show, Lighting, Kitchen and Bathroom and Decor.
www.maydesignseries.com

NOVEMBER 2014

LUX Live 2014
19 20 November 2014
ExCel Centre
Two Hundred exhibitors, more than 6,500 visitors and countless 
lighting innovations all came together for LuxLive 2013. Now, building 
on that massive success, LuxLive  is on the move to it’s larger, shiny new 
home at ExCel for 2014.
www.luxlive.co.uk
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SEPTEMBER 2014

Decorex International
21st  24th September 2014
Syon Park, London
This year, Decorex International, the leading luxury interior design show, is moving to the new location of
Syon Park, London. Over 350 UK and international exhibitors will present new and innovative products over
the course of four days, from 21 – 24 September, with the afternoon of Tuesday 23 September open to the
general public. 
www.decorex.com 
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Spring and Summer Trends
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e ciently to overcome the
physical constraints and to
explore the various technical
solutions available to best t the
requirements.
After all our hard work, I am very
pleased with the result. The virtual
goddess has an amazing presence
and aligns to the vision we all
shared when we started the
journey.”
“It was great to achieve our own
'virtual goddess' for the Alien Eau
Extraordinaire fragrance launch. It
is vital for our brand for us to be
creative innovators and, as this
was the rst time a head to toe
projection has been executed in
retail design, I'm proud of the
result we achieved.” commented
Clarins Fragrance Group Design
and Merchandising Manager ,
Vicky Barrett.
www.tensator.com

House of Fraser, Manchester,
Selfridges, Tra ord Centre and
Metro Centre in Newcastle is
where you will nd Clarins’ rst
full height Tensator Virtual
Assistant, promoting the launch
of Thierry Mugler’s Alient
Extraordinaire perfume.
Tensator is a world leader and
has created this shimmering
centrepiece, a Virtual Assistant,
the world’s rst full height
projection, a spectacular display
for all the shoppers.
“It was a big technological
challenge – most people in our
sector may not have previously
thought it possible,” Ajay Joshi,
Tensator’s head of media and
technology explains.
“Creating a seamless projected
stature, 6ft high with arms
outstretched, was very tricky. We
had to work quickly and

ONTREND
2014 has been an exciting year in Retail so far. For anyone that has visited any exhibitions

recently they will know just how the marketplace is bursting with new projects and products.
We find out about some of these and we catch up with industry professionals and find out what

they think will be on trend for this year.

CAN I BE OF ASSISTANCE?
Tensator’s new technology gives Clarins a scent of the future.
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A 30 strong team of specialist trades
and sub contractors put together by
Belfast based Portview tted out a
12,000 sq ft store in Tottenham Court
Road, London for West Elm’s rst store
in Europe.  West Elm is a US based
homes and interior retailer.  
It took 16 weeks to refurbish this
corner site throughout, which included
moving the main staircase as well as
exposing the internal brickwork,
something which is essential to the
identity of West Elm.
The key theme through the store is
nature and has a feature ‘living wall’
installed around the staircase.  More
than 4000 plants needed to specialist
lighting and watering mechanisms
which have been tted by Canada
based specialist contractor.
Contract Manager for Portview, Paul
McGovern, said: “This was a great
collaborative e ort by a truly
international team. We managed the

17

project working with the client in
the US, the designers in Dubai and
London and the plant specialist
from Canada to deliver a stunning
new concept to the UK market. We
even ew to Montreal ahead of
commencement on site to view a
recently completed project there in
order to fully understand the
client’s ultimate aspirations for the
London store.
There are always challenges with a
refurbishment project such as this,
and we had to be exible with
aspects including the ceilings, but
the nished product is a great
addition to this busy retail
location.”
www.portview.co.uk

THE PERFECT FIT
Portview help West Elm make their European debut. 
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Spring and Summer Trends

GENESIS MANNEQUINS’ male and female ‘Heritage’ range is a
modern evolution of the trendy mannequin bust combination. The
heads and upper bodies of these mannequins are covered by hand
with high quality vintage fabrics available in a variety of colours and
designs. Various nishes on arms and legs and, of course,
articulated wooden arms in di erent colours o er
endless combinations. 
A novelty is the new GENESIS arm tting.  Due to its dual
system this tting is compatible with wooden arms as
well as polyester arms.
With elegant and casual poses ‘Heritage’ gives the classic
Retro look a timelessly modern and particularly classy
appearance which is very trendy in the high end fashion
sector.
www.genesis display.com

GENESIS MANNEQUINS, HERITAGE

MANNEQUIN MADNESS

material content without any
sacri ce to strength and detail.
Since Euroshop, our development
team have been busy re ning the
materials and processes to further
increase the recycled and
recyclable content whilst
optimising the weight and cost
factors to bring them in line with
conventional mass produced glass

bre mannequins. GDP believe
that there is nothing quite like this
available today, in terms of
sustainability, functionality, cost
e ciency and beauty.
www.gdprojects.eu

For those of you who
joined GDP at the Euroshop
Retail Fair in February 2014
you would have had the
opportunity to see one of
GDP’s Pandora range of
beautiful Eco mannequins.
This third generation
prototype was the
outcome of over two years
research and development
of a truly green mannequin
produced from natural
plant bres and bio resins.
The big di erence between
the Pandora range and
other ‘eco friendly’
mannequins is that our
body forms have a higher
level of recyclable and 
bio degradable raw

GDP, ECO-MANNEQUIN
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“This spring new gures from Deloitte
highlighted that the High Street is
recovering better than other areas of
retail, with a lower vacancy rate than
shopping centres and retail parks. The
High Street’s capacity to reinvent itself
certainly helps its resilience, and as we
move through the summer I’d
anticipate that more out of town
retailers will look to move in a similar
direction. While the high cost of High
Street space has traditionally created a
barrier to entry for out of town sheds
with large ranges and/or big products
to display, if the High Street continues
to become a more attractive

proposition then this could present a
big opportunity for these brands.
Inventive use of new technology,
feeler samples and swatches could all
work to deliver the full product
experience in a smaller space. Audi is
already moving in this direction with
the arrival in Mayfair of Audi City  a
new digital car showroom concept
that uses technology to enable
shoppers to experience the full
Audi range, making clever use
of prime city space.”  
www.themarketcreative.com

ADAM TREGASKIS. HEAD OF RETAIL AT
THE MARKET CREATIVE

THOUGHTS PLEASE…

throughout Europe to merchandise everything from pasta and
rice to sweets and our in quantities dictated by shoppers not
manufacturers. 
3eBin bulk bins are completely airtight and designed so that
customers do not come into direct contact with product they
will not be purchasing. Time spent managing a 3eBin xture is
limited, as the bins merely require topping up by sta  when
product is running low. 
Retailers can also bene t from introducing the bins in store as
products would be purchased in larger quantities, saving them
further costs and therefore providing potentially better pricing
to customers than the competition. 
Consumer spending habits have changed signi cantly over the
last six years. There are now more people for whom the
standard pack sizes traditionally found on the shelf are not
suitable. Whether shoppers buy groceries on a weekly or
monthly basis retailers need to respond to these changes by
providing them with greater exibility and control over their
budgets. With solutions like bulk bins they can do this whilst
also reducing costs long term.”
www.hl display.com

“Bulk bins have been widely used
within certain retail sectors for
many years. For example in pet
stores customers appreciate the

exibility they provide – they can
buy the exact quantity of dry dog
or cat food they require, meaning
there is no wastage and it is
easier to stick within a speci c
budget. Another well known
example is Pick and Mix sweets.
The principle is the same in that

customers can buy exactly what they want in the quantity they want it. 
While retailers in countries like France and Sweden have adopted the
technique more widely, gravity fed bulk bins are not generally seen in
grocery retail chains in the UK. With their many advantages though we
predict that shoppers will start to see more bulk bins in supermarkets,
especially in large format stores where space is not at as much of a
premium. 
The fact is that gravity fed bins can provide a convenient and hygienic
solution for merchandising certain products in a exible format for
shoppers outside of the traditional pet and confectionery categories.
Gravity fed bulk bins, such as our 3eBin solution, are used extensively

DUNCAN HILL, MANAGING
DIRECTOR AT HL DISPLAY

20 www.a1retailmagazine.com

Spring and Summer Trends
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eCommerce

22

Only one third (34 per cent) of the retailers
surveyed felt that their current customer touch
points were well integrated, this compared to
48 per cent in the same survey just two years
earlier. More retailers are utilising multichannel
platforms with 63 per cent of those surveyed
operating across four or more customer touch
points which is up 20 per cent compared with
the results of last year. Almost two thirds (65
per cent) stated that they nd existing
technology systems a major barrier when
creating an innovative multichannel
experience. 

Customer journey has also been found to be
mapped incorrectly via the many sales channels
with half (50 per cent) of those surveyed saying
they were ‘not aware’ or ‘not aware at all’ of
how many visits a customer makes across their
channels before purchasing. With this lack of

here is no denying that ecommerce has
changed the face of retail, o ering

consumers the chance to purchase goods over
electrical systems such as computers and other
devices where an internet connection is
present. With the recent boom in smart
phones, tablets and 3G/4G internet
connections, products and services can now be
accessed pretty much anywhere and at any
time, but are retailers utilising these new sales
channels to the best of their abilities and what
do consumers expect when purchasing goods
across any channel available to them? 

A recent survey carried out by
eDigitalReserch and Portaltech Reply has
revealed that channel integration is proving
increasingly di cult as more and more retailers
turn to multichannel solutions in an e ort to
engage with their customers on a wider level.

T

We delve into the
world of
eCommerce and
look at just what it
takes for retailers
to create a
seamless shopping
experience and
also what
consumers are
expecting and how
it is delivered.

eCommerce
CONTROLLING 
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knowledge retailers will struggle to improve
their customer experience and stay ahead of
their competitors. 

With more and more channels to manage
it is no surprise that retailers are struggling
to keep on top of these vast amounts of
data and manage correctly a seamless
customer journey. Many retailers that are
coming out on top are those who o er as
much information as possible at every stage
of the journey whether selling online or in
store. Information is one of the main reasons
why customers turn to online shopping,
other than convenience. 

Tim Jenkins, UK Director at e Spirit
comments “When shopping online,
consumers have access to a much larger part
of the market, gathering as much detail as
they need to make their buying decision. This
development has led to a new type of virtual
stores – a hybrid between online retailer and
magazine. It’s a trend that has become
particularly apparent in the fashion industry.
Some online retailers have blurred the lines
between website and magazine. Relying
more and more on editorial content, they
have turned to producing highly competitive
online equivalents to glossy fashion
magazines. Within these, content is used to
create a connection with the brand, with the
online store and ultimately, to foster
consumer trust and loyalty. It is content that
has to balance the missing sensory
experience of touching, smelling, feeling the
clothes – in online retail, the purchasing
decision comes rst and then comes the
sensory experience.

Although it’s unlikely that this new
approach will ever completely replace the

act of in store shopping, there’s no doubt
that by connecting content with commerce,
retailers are learning to increase their appeal
to the savvy, information hungry consumer.
In doing so, they are bridging the gap
between the buying decision and actual
purchases and, unsurprisingly, creating a
strong virtual identity and pro le that binds
consumers to their website and brands in the
process."

Another factor retailers need to consider is
consumer engagement with the brand, this is
now being seen in the use of mobile phones
with SMS text messages being a quick and
easy way for retailers to get their messages
to their target market. 

Alfred de Cárdenas, President  Enterprise
& Intelligence Solutions (EIS) at Syniverse
Technologies comments “Mobile is
paramount in the average consumer’s daily
life. The scale of mobile’s proliferation opens
a wealth of opportunities for businesses
looking for better consumer engagement,
and today’s mobile networks are primed for
advanced, multi dimensional mobile
marketing campaigns. Text messaging is
pervasive and recognised as a viable, trusted
way to communicate en masse. Global
interoperability also means it’s a fail safe way
for brands to ensure coveted, ubiquitous
reach. Additionally, consumers are almost
unanimously familiar with SMS and
comfortable using it.”

For retailers to deliver a consistent and
seamless shopping experience they need to

rst understand their customers shopping
habits and to do this need to look at the
customer’s lifetime experience of the brand. 

Neil Capel, CEO, Sailthru comments

“The scale
of mobile’s

proliferation opens a
wealth of
opportunities for
businesses looking for
better consumer
engagement, and
today’s mobile
networks are primed
for advanced, multi-
dimensional mobile
marketing campaigns.”

Alfred de Cárdenas, President 
Enterprise & Intelligence Solutions
(EIS) at Syniverse Technologies
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eCommerce

“Customers are overwhelmed by the
amount of information they are
presented with on a daily basis. Savvy
customers today don’t want to be
marketed to, they want easy access to
information that is relevant to them so
that they can make informed purchase
decisions. 

No longer can retailers look simply at
campaigns and short term gains like
conversions from an online promotion
or even attempt to manually correlate
behavioural insights. It is time for them
to engage with customers based on
actual behaviour and insights gleaned
from multiple dimensions of each
individual. By taking a personalised
approach across all communication
platforms, retailers will be able to
provide a seamless customer
experience for the long term and
increase valuable brand loyalty.”

To compete in this ever changing
and erce market retailers have to
understand their consumers and o er
them a way of getting shopping 24/7,
whether on the bus or at work. But
what about the consumers, what do
they expect from their shopping
experience?

David Astley, National Sales Manager
at Imerja comments “Last year,
according to the O ce of National
Statistics, 21 million households
throughout the UK had access to the
internet, making online shopping easily
accessible and enabling shoppers to

purchase items at the click of a button.
Spending via mobile is also increasing in
popularity, with shoppers expecting their
favourite stores to have an up to date app
or mobile optimised site, allowing for easy
viewing and a convenient, personalised
experience regardless of their location.”

Online consumers want fast, easily
accessible information at the touch of a
button with convenient and secure
payment methods to complete the
transaction. However, if when visiting a
site they don’t nd everything they need
they know that, with a click of a button
they will nd another site o ering what
they are looking for. 

Guy Mucklow, CEO of Postcode
Anywhere comments, “As consumers
become increasingly mobile, the
importance of the mCommerce for
retailers is undeniable. But capitalising on
this requires marketers to develop
platforms and mobile sites focused on
delivering a convenient shopping
experience that suits the device and is
easy to use on the go. Smooth,
streamlined points of sale that require
minimal consumer input will be the
di erence between simply generating
eCommerce and mCommerce tra c alike
and delivering online sales.”

Consumers like to be presented with a
consistent and clear brand identity but
they also like to feel their o ers are
personalised and the retailer ‘knows
them’. 

Mike Harris, VP EMEA, Monetate

“Spending via
mobile is also
increasing in

popularity, with shoppers
expecting their favourite
stores to have an up-to-date
app or mobile optimised site,
allowing for easy viewing and
a convenient, personalised
experience regardless of their
location.”
David Astley, National Sales Manager at
Imerja
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eCommerce

build trust with its customers.
Retailers also need to ensure the

technology is in place to accept whatever
payment method a consumer wants to
use. Furthermore, they need to ensure
they can drive loyalty and reinforce core
brand values before, during and after the
checkout experience. By integrating o ers
and loyalty programmes retailers show
consumers their custom is valued and that
they are cared about, as well as being able
to quickly solve any problems or issues
that arise.”

To utilise eCommerce to the maximum
retailers need to o er consumers multi
channel selling platforms with a
consistent and clear brand message.
Retailers that use their eCommerce sites
to drive store footfall help to bene t both
their online and high street presence and
create hype around their brand. 

Contact
eDigitalResearch

+44 (0)1489 772920
www.edigitalresearch.com

Portaltech Reply
+44 (0)20 7730 6000
www.portaltechreply.co.uk

e Spirit
+44 (0)208 528 10 21
www.e spirit.com/en/ 

Syniverse Technologies
+1 813 637 5050
www.syniverse.com

Sailthru
+44 (0) 20 7025 8291
www.sailthru.com

Imerja
0844 225 2888
www.imerja.com

Postcode Anywhere
+44 (0)1905 888550
www.postcodeanywhere.co.uk

Monetate
+44 (0)207 099 2101
www.monetate.com

VeriFone
+44 (0)1895 275275
www.verifone.co.uk

A1

comments “Although the world of retail is
becoming more and more global, the fact
of the matter is that presenting an
identical version of a brand to every
country in the world sets you up for
failure. There are di erent cultures to
contend with. Some brands are known for
di erent products in di erent countries.
For example, if you run an outdoor
clothing brand store, no one visiting the
site from a hot country would want to be
o ered winter wear, they’d want to see
relevant items. In other words, they want
the same brand identity, but a di erent
approach. Retail brands must be able to
adapt their brand image to cater to the
demands of customers around the world.

Brand identity should remain clear and
consistent yet subtly altered based on the
individual consumer. This could be based
on data like location, device or even
weather. Retail is now a global and ever
changing business and companies cannot
ignore the power of personalisation if
they want to succeed.”

Online payment needs to be secure and
safe o ering consumers peace of mind.
Raja Ray, Director of Products and
Solutions, VeriFone comments, “For many
consumers security and ease of payment
is just as important as a seamless
experience. Many consumers are wary of
online security and worry about the risk of
fraud, particularly when it comes to their
identity. Merchants must, therefore, focus
on establishing their credentials as a
dependable and legitimate retailer, easing
the consumers concerns and helping to

“Brand
identity
should

remain clear and
consistent yet subtly
altered based on the
individual consumer.
This could be based on
data like location,
device or even weather.
Retail is now a global
and ever changing
business and
companies cannot
ignore the power of
personalisation if they
want to succeed.”

Mike Harris, VP EMEA, Monetate
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Tim Higgs, National Account
Manager at Osram discusses
lighting as a crucial part of the
in-store customer experience.

The whole
store is in 
the shop
window

Lighting 
Osram
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With so much
competition from online
sales and consumer habits
shifting, the physical store
is now tasked to create a
more dramatic shopping
experience with lighting
playing a key role.

“

“

A new age in Retail

A few years ago the high street shopping
experience was clearly de ned. First, the
shop window was key to enticing passers by
to come in o  the street. Then, stepping into
the store, shoppers were given clear
guidance with categorised rows of
merchandise. Finally the check out was easily
found close to the exit. Retail lighting was
used to enhance this journey. The shop
window was illuminated to a high lux level,
while the shop oor would be tted with
blanket linear lighting to re ect the fact that
retailers showcased their whole product
portfolio in store. Check outs were then lit to
a similarly high lux level, for shoppers to see
where they could complete purchases
before making an exit.

However, the retail landscape has now
changed. Online sales will rise by 17 per cent
in 2014 with more shoppers turning to their
laptops, tablets and mobiles. As a sign of
how retail has changed, Deloitte gures
suggest that only 9 per cent of consumers
want to see the whole product range in
store. With so much competition from online
sales and consumer habits shifting, the
physical store is now tasked to create a more
dramatic shopping experience with lighting
playing a key role.

Creating theatre

In store lighting is used to create a
comfortable environment that re ects a
retailer’s personality and taps into a
shopper’s emotions and sentiment towards
a brand. With less products in store and a
habitual inclination to make more purchases
online, the shop window as it was, is now
extended to the whole store. Bespoke
lighting installations help to create shops
within shops and produce a congregation

point for consumers to experience a brand
from selected products. Rather than just
driving purchases, lighting is used to arouse
curiosity, create desires and positivity
towards a brand. Accent lighting is higher
to emphasise key products rather than a
range. Colour rendering, colour
temperatures and contrast are all
considered to create an engaging brand
experience.

The future is LED?

To create this new retail environment, LED
lighting is set to be a key in uencer in retail
decision makers plans. Nine out of ten
discussions between retailers and lighting
manufacturers are already LED focused
because they not only help to create
attractive in store environments, they also
lower energy consumption and thermal
output. However, LED is still a relatively
new concept in retail – according to BRE,
only 10 percent of UK retailers use LED
lighting in some form. Fluorescent and
metal halide options still dominate the
market and can be just as e ective to
achieve aesthetic and energy goals.

Lighting in retail has far more than just a
functional purpose. As retailers refurbish
every three to four years, lighting is now a
key enabler in promoting a retailer’s brand
personality and creating a lasting
experience that will stay with the new
breed of consumer.

Contact
Osram
+44 (0)1744 812221
www.osram.co.uk/osram_uk/applications/retail

A1
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Flooring and Entrance Systems

30

that cleaning bills alone can be
cut by up to 65%.  
Entrance matting should really
start outside and move in.  To
keep a shop clean and safe, it’s
not enough to throw down a
mat at the door  in fact the
Health and Safety Executive
advises against the use of loose
lay mats, which they state ‘can
introduce a range of hazards
and are not always very
e ective’. Instead, think
carefully about footfall – the
number of people walking in
and out in a given period – and
walking routes (the directions
they take once inside the store)
and applying that information
in the design of the entrance
area. 
One of the best ways to plan an
entrance ooring system is to
think in applications or zones
and a few manufacturers do
o er integrated entrance
systems to satisfy
environmental requirements

hen consumers enter any space they
want to be met with a clean and
uncluttered space that invites them to

continue further into the store. 
Flooring within any retail space needs to look
good but another key factor is durability.
Flooring should be easy to clean and be tough
enough to withstand the large amounts of
footfall and wheeled tra c it will see daily. 
Health and safety also comes in to play with
materials that reduce slippages being preferred
by retailers. Any customer visiting a store will
not have a good impression and is even more
unlikely to return if they have slipped and hurt
themselves. Entrance systems, if used correctly,
can reduce the amount of wet and dry soiling
that is walked into a building.
Louise Serjeant, Key Account Manager for
Retail at Forbo Flooring Systems comments
“Research shows that up to 94% of the dirt
entering a building is brought in on the soles of
shoes and the tyres of wheeled tra c. Wet and
dry soiling can both create slip hazards but by
taking sensible decisions over ooring surfaces
and installing e ective entrance matting the
potential for slipping can be dramatically
reduced, not to mention the savings on
cleaning and maintenance  research shows

W

Flawless

As one of the largest surfaces
within a retail environment
flooring is an essential part of the
interior design and overall look of
a store. 

FLOORING

Castle Quay Retail, Banbury, Oxford
Image courtesy of Forbo Flooring.

1757 range by James Latham.
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too.  The product chosen for
the rst zone, located outside
the store should ideally scrape
the coarsest dirt from the soles
of shoes before people cross
the threshold. On stepping into
the shop itself, the secondary
matting zone should remove
moisture and ner particles. For
the third, the circulation zone,
which leads away from the
entrance further into the store
will bene t highly from a
purposely designed entrance
mat, such as Forbo’s Coral as
this area will be prone to
residual soiling.”
A new ooring type that is
becoming increasingly popular
and a great system for retail are
luxury vinyl tiles (LVT). It
provides a great amount of

exibility as it comes in both
tile and plank formations whilst
also being durable and easy to
maintain. Because of the tile
formation it can be used to
create zonal areas within a
store to better guide
consumers around the
products on display. Forbo’s
Allura in particular represents
good quality and value with
European manufacturing

advances opening up a wealth of possibilities
to deliver bigger XL sizes and formats  in
response to the demand for more open and
bright spaces within the retail sector, new
embossed nishes and creative colours; from
reclaimed and vintage woods with paint
e ects to bright linear abstract designs are
available.
For many stores, the interior design is what
communicates the brand identity to the
consumers and many high end fashion
brands like to use natural products within
their stores. James Latham o ers a range of

ooring and has now added a new range of
‘aged’ oak engineered boards. The aged look
o ers broken edges, a distressed top layer
and no bevel. The range, called 1757, creates
an instant sense of history and charm and
each board is hand nished o ering a
completely unique look.
There is a generous 6mm wear layer and the
range comes in ve di erent designs;
Charente; which is hand carved and oiled,
supplied in 18 x 220mm, Amboise; which is
saw marked, water marked, white washed
and oiled and also supplied in 18 x 220mm,
Dijon; incorporating a stressed face and
edges which is gold stained and supplied in
18 x 190mm, Pontoise Noir; boasting a
distressed face and edges which is then
smoked and oiled, supplied in 18 x 190mm
and Limoges; which o ers a distressed face
and edges and is oiled and nished in natural
white matt, also supplied in 18 x 190mm. In

“One of the best ways to
plan an entrance flooring
system is to think in
applications or zones
and a few manufacturers
do offer integrated
entrance systems to
satisfy environmental
requirements too.”

Louise Serjeant, Key Account Manager for Retail at

Forbo Flooring Systems 

1757 range by James Latham.

Allura Clothing Store
Image courtesy of Forbo Flooring.
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Flooring and Entrance Systems

addition, the Limoges, Pontoise
Noir and Dijon ranges are all FSC
certi ed.
James Latham Director, Andy
Du n commented, “Reaction
from the market to this new
range of ooring has already
been extremely positive and
we’ve had particular interest from
the shop tting and hospitality
sectors. The quality and nish of
this premier grade ooring is
exceptional and thoroughly
convincing. Once tted, a 1757

oor will look as if it has been
down for years, adding instant
charm and character to any
project either in a commercial or
residential setting.”
Nora Flooring recently worked on
a project specifying and tting
the ooring for all Virgin Active
clubs. All clubs are designed to
the highest standards with state
of the art facilities and
equipment. They were given a
brief to provide the health and

tness clubs with a ooring that
combines eclectic comfort with

long lasting resistance and easy
maintenance. They provided ooring that
was not only quiet and comfortable to
work on but also extremely hard wearing
and able to withstand weights and tness
equipment with ease. The ooring is easy
to clean and maintain and also contributes
to the clubs ethos for living a healthy
lifestyle as it does not contain any
plasticisers or halogens.

Contact
Forbo Flooring Systems,
North, Midlands, London, South East 
0800 0282 162
Scotland & South West 0800 0935 258
www.forbo ooring.co.uk/retail 

James Latham
+44 (0)1708 681700
www.bausen.co.uk

Nora Flooring
+44 (0)1788 513 160
www.nora.com/uk

“The quality and finish of this
premier grade flooring is
exceptional and thoroughly
convincing. Once fitted, a 1757
floor will look as if it has been
down for years, adding instant
charm and character to any
project either in a commercial or
residential setting.”

Andy Du n,  Director, James Latham.

1757 range by James Latham.

Virgin Active Club, 
ooring by 

Nora Flooring.

Virgin Active Club, 
ooring by 

Nora Flooring.

Virgin Active Club, 
ooring by 

Nora Flooring.

A1
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Back for its second year, May

Design Series will take place at

London’s ExCel from 18th May

2014 for three days of design

inspiration. We find out all you

need to know to make the most

of your trip to this years’

unmissable event.

May Design Series Preview

Designed once again by Ab

Rogers, May Design Series

unites retailers, contractors,

architects and interior

designers. This year the show

will be comprised of ve

design districts: The

Furniture Show, DX, Lighting

(including Arc), Decor and

Kitchen + Bathroom.

400 exhibitors will be

joining the line up at May

Design Series, many of whom

plan to use the event as a

platform to launch their

latest collections.

www.a1retailmagazine.com

Series
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Out of the Dark: The New
Collections
A charitable social enterprise,
Out of the Dark recycle,
restores and revamps salvaged
furniture as a means to train,
educate and employ young
people from disadvantaged
backgrounds. Returning after a
successful year last year, they
will create four installations to
tie in with the show districts.

New Design Britain
Back with a revitalised ethos,
New Design Britain brings
talented new designers to the
forefront of the international
design industry.

Designer Makers
The Designer Makers, a group of
highly respected British
Craftsmen who design and make
furniture, will showcase truly
unique furniture. Discover their
work, all ready to buy there and
then, or discuss with them how
you can commission your very
own individual piece of furniture.

Why attend?
Conversation Series
Attend the conversation
series at May Design
Series if you are looking to
be inspired and informed
by industry experts. They
will be sharing their insight
into better business and
design that works. 

DX Freight
Once again, May Design
Series will present an edited
selection of the some of the
best products from four
European Shows.

Designers with Light
The Lighting sector of the
show will host the Designers
With Light Forum, a free to
attend  three day lighting
design conference. The
Designers With Light Forum
will have a diverse range of
presentations reaching out to
design professionals outside
the lighting industry as well as
within. Presenters are a select
band of experts who have
di erent experiences of
working with light include
Lighting Designers, Architects,
Product Designers,
Manufacturers and Interior
Designers. 
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Late Night Party

On Monday 19th May 2014 the

show will be open until 8pm for a

late night party.

Media Gallery

A1 Retail magazine and A1 Lighting

magazine will be available in the

media gallery.

Opening Times

Sunday 18th May 10am – 6pm

Monday 19th May 10am – 8pm

Tuesday 20th May 10am – 5pm

Contact

May Design Series

www.maydesignseries.com

May Design Series Preview
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A                  FeastVisual
From 29th April to 1st May, the BDC was 
transformed into every visual merchandisers dream. 

VM and Display Review

With suppliers from the world of
props, mannequins and lighting,
there really was something for
everyone in this vibrant industry at
this years’ VM and Display Show.
In my opinion, the 2014 event was
certainly the most aesthetically
pleasing to date with stands that
had evidently had lots of thought
and work put into them. We nd
out from some of our fellow
exhibitors what their thoughts
were of this years’ event…

Lucky Fox, comments from Jason Traves,
Head of Creative
Atmosphere at the show
“Creativity was everywhere to see at the
2014 show, with suppliers seemingly raising
the bar with regards to the quality and
diversity of services and products. This,
along with the impressive range of sectors
and brands attending the show, created a
renewed enthusiasm and buzz around the
venue. It was fantastic to engage with new
potential clients, but it was also great to
catch up with faces, old and new, from
within the industry. The feeling of
camaraderie between exhibitors
experienced at the show is very special, and
I imagine quite unique to our sector. In fact,
we enjoyed the show so much we have
signed up again for next year! In the
meantime, we can't wait to hear from the
new leads we met and get to work on lots
more diverse and creative projects.”
Trends at the show
“Technology was of course a big trend at
the show and provided an exciting window
into the future of the VM and display world.
Mannequins featuring 'beacons' on

Universal Display's stand were a prime
example of how technology is being
injected into our sector. These innovative
mannequins enabled you to see
information on all products through the
window, meaning 24 hour online shopping
straight from the high street was more real
than ever.
The world of 2D and 3D printing is always
evolving and elsewhere at the show Stylo
showed us how the limitations of print is
being lifted with their creation of a tube
train from reboard. It was also very timely
as it was the week of the tube strikes,
genius!”
www.luckyfox.uk.com
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VM and Display Review

bbrown, comments from Angus Morton,
Head of Sales and Marketing
“The quality of visitors as previous years
was very varied so some very good leads
for future business. Overall I thought that
all the exhibitors had done a very good job
on some very impressive stands. I think it
also shows there are some very passionate,
committed people and companies involved
in the Retail display market and Retailers
are very lucky.”
www.bbrown.co.uk

Stylographics transformed their space at
the VM and Display Show into a tube
station complete with a train they made
from reboard. Their stunning stand
attracted lots of attention at the event
and was certainly a big talking point for
many visitors.
www.stylographics.co.uk

Exhibiting for the 4th time in 2014, A1
Retail Magazine enjoyed a busy few days
at the VM and Display Show.
www.a1retailmagazine.com
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Steve Thomas-Emberson explores the world of digital retail design.

Digital Retail Design

spirit and experience of a particular place.
To achieve this we always use a tailored
soundtrack composed and produced in
house. This is set to the lm animation.
Lighting is very important so we use
di erent lighting styles to achieve the best
natural light and atmosphere of the
building. For example at Abu Dhabi airport
we used volumetric light techniques to
emphasise the spirit of Middle Eastern
interiors with strong light piercing through
the windows. To add more realism and
capture the human scale we used real lm
footage of people shopping.”

These animations that are produced for
the retail client give the client a useful
marketing tool. It provides them with a
captured vision which helps them to nd
the best selection of vendors and inspire
them to provide exceptional designs of
their own. For the Architect, Designers like
The Design Solution animation helps them
to understand the space and greatly

‘Video killed the radio star’ went the 1970’s
hip record. Yes, it was a record, certainly not
a ‘music download’ into you mobile phone
via something called an ‘App’. Life was so
simple then  in the slow lane. Retail design
was executed on sheets of paper and then
explained to the retailer in the hope he or
she understood it. Fast forward to today and
we have ‘animation’; it takes longer to
prepare but the end result is just so much
more exciting and a shop designed in
London can be built in Dubai. In fact, forget
about a simple shop let’s talk about a
Shopping Centre or Airport interior, for that
is what is now happening. This is not the
world of the retail designer, it is the global
domain of the ‘Senior Visualiser’ as Wojciech
Piwowarczyk of The Design Solution
explained. “Many things have changed since
we rst stated to use Animation. There is
always more than just outstanding visual
quality that we strive for. We try to tell a
di erent story each time and capture the

moviesWe are going to the
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For London Fashion Week, high street fashion retailer Oasis collaborated with Minki Balinki 
to create a funfair-themed window and in-store display in their Argyll St flagship store. 
The scheme featured oversized letters with Oasis prints and gold mouldings that moved 
up and down like a true carousel horse.

www.a1retailmagazine.com
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improves the communication process,
especially when talking country to country.
The client can easily understand their
intentions and creative ideas as Piwowarczyk
says, “The client will have more con dence
and faith in us, letting us go one step further.
Our collaboration with clients is much more
fruitful and our creative work more mature,
it develops faster and we are able to verify
them better, to make sure the designs work
in reality.”

A good example of The Design Solutions
work will be the new Duty Free area at
Dublin airport where animation was used to
good a ect in the concept stage as the
building is not built yet!  It is going to be a
very big store and will be quite unique in
terms of its layout. Here animation helped
both parties to understand the passenger
journey through the space. One of the main
ideas for the shop is that areas ow into
another. Without a lm from a passenger’s
perspective it would be impossible to
correctly judge and develop this concept. For

Digital Retail Design

appears to be easily understood.
Piwowarkczyk tells us how he sees the
future. “We will be trying to produce richer
videos where sound and vision create
clearer a more realistic picture. We wish to
produce lms with a strong background
story that drives the design message. I hope
to see more visual styles and techniques to
represent better the mood and experience
that is retail. We must always be accurate
and as photo realistic as possible but still
with the artistic touch, and provide a very
light and easily digested message. We are
not and must not be afraid to venture into
unknown creative territories and be able to
surprise with something new each time. This
is what I see as important”.

Contact
The Design Solution
+44 (0)20 7908 5200
www.thedesignsolution.co.uk

both parties perspective animation felt a
much more natural medium to
communicate the design, closer to the real
thing.

Last December The Design Solution won
the contract for Abu Dhabi airports Retail
Design and Planning in which animation
was to feature. The timescale was very
short so animation was the preferred
‘design ideas delivery medium’.
Piwowarczyk explains the story. “We knew
that we had to have something that would
catch their attention and generate enough
interest to be able to explain our concept
and ideas during the very long
presentation. We started o  with a few
minutes animation showing of the space
and what it was for, and had to achieve.
This convinced our clients of the design
proposal and helped us to generate trust
that led us to win the completion.”

Animation like this is very much in its
infancy, it will develop fast but where will it
go from a retailer’s perspective as it

There is always more than just outstanding
visual quality that we strive for. We try to tell
a di erent story each time and capture the
spirit and experience of a particular place.

To achieve this we always use a tailored
soundtrack composed and produced 
in house. This is set to the lm animation.
Lighting is very important so we use di erent
lighting styles to achieve the best natural
light and atmosphere of the building.

A1
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On the lead up to the Retail Design Expo in March 2015,
we will catch up each issue with a different member of
their steering committee. This month we chat to
Stephen Robertson.

1. We can see
you are on 
the steering
committee for
Retail Design
Expo - what
inspired you to
become an
advisor for this
fantastic new
event?

Retail design is a
pivotal element of

the expression of a
retail brand: it is how

the brand promise is
sensed by the consumer.

This is not cosmetic - the
functionality and economics of

the store is predicated on getting
this spot on. Remarkably design is an
underserved area for retail and related
industry sectors and I would like to help
put design centre stage and, indeed, in
the board room where it should properly
be considered.
Moreover, as technology evolves as a
servant of retailer and customer, then it
is the task of design to ensure that this
tech is integrated in a frictionless way
that delivers all the benefit without the
aggravation!

2. What can visitors look forward to 2.

What can visitors look forward to at
Retail Design Expo?

It is hugely synergistic, and dead right,
that the Design expo is next door to
the biggest Tech expo: a stand out
point of difference.
We will see new faces and new
thinking plus a modernity of customer
and tech application that has not been
touched upon before. Put simply, I
believe there will be a buzz about this
expo that reminds me of the
imperative: ‘be there or be square!’
Marvellous.

3. To date, what has been the most
exciting challenge on the panel?

The panel is a wisely diverse bunch
that only Annie could have crafted,
seduced and blended. And it is this
panoply of point of view and expertise
that will continue to deliver inspiration
and, feet -on- the- ground how do we
make retail more profitable via great
design. The Panel will challenge what
can be done at an expo and the results
of their work will be seen on the day...
and beyond in stores.

Contact
Retail Design Expo
www.retaildesignexpo.com

Retail Excellence 

A1
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points they have previously experienced
from sourcing their payments products
through alternative channels.
We pride ourselves in not competing with
partners, instead we create solutions that
fill the gaps of our customers’ offerings, in
effect a menu they can select from.
Payment devices should be more than a
bolt on to the point of sale infrastructure.
Our payments specialisation and continued
investment in this space allows us to
provide services that meet the stringent PCI
security standards and differentiates us
from other suppliers in this sector.

4. What can we expect from Secure
Retail in the future?
With the emergence of mobile point of sale,
Secure Retail has become the preferred
distributor of PowaPOS, a tablet based
all in one fixed point of sale solution.
Our vision is to harmonise fixed and
mobile POS solutions and provide a
standard payments and POS
platform across both. The aim is to
bring additional value to the
retailer whilst keeping the in store
experience familiar for both the
store staff and their
customers.

Contact
Secure Retail
+44 (0)1530 511150
www.secure-retail.com

50

Q&A Secure Retail
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1. What was the inspiration behind 
Secure Retail?
Secure Retail was born out of a team of
directors who wanted to develop a
company that offered operational
excellence to the payments sector. When
Secure Retail was formed, the payments
sector was a very immature market with
low customer expectation on service.
The board wanted to emulate the same
philosophy of continuous improvement in
service and sophistication to the supply
chain that they had developed in their
previous electronic components
businesses.
Our inspiration enabled us to develop an
infrastructure that re-invented the way in
which distribution of Chip & PIN hardware
could be done, to improve service levels,
and with it the customer experience.

2. What has been your biggest
challenge to date?
I think I speak for the majority of the
payments sector when I say this, but
personally, my biggest challenge is the fast
pace at which industry requirements and
customer expectations are developing.
The challenge therein is creating a value
proposition to differentiate Secure Retail
from the traditional manufacturers, today’s
exceptional service becomes tomorrow’s
expected service. My job role involves
making sure that in the eyes of our
customers we continue to deliver market
leading services and solutions.

3. How did you overcome it?
I work with our customers to create
bespoke solutions that tackle the pain

A1

Securing
Retail
We speak to David Russell, Sales Director at Secure Retail.
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Day in the Life…

Day in the Life...

52

We find out what it’s like to have a day
in the life of Matt Bradley, Event
Director at RBTE.

Matt
Bradley
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No two days are ever the same for me – to
say my role is varied is an understatement.
This morning started early, with a
conference call with one of our exhibitors
based in Mumbai. We have clients from
around the globe, so we work across a
number of time zones. In addition to our
international exhibitors we also work with
partners and associates, so my day often
ends catching up with our colleagues in 
the US.

The call was followed by a debrief with
the sales team where we discussed current
prospects and ideas for campaigns and
check that we’re meeting our targets.
We’ve just closed our rebook period (which
has been record breaking) which is an
allocated time that provides our existing
exhibitors with the opportunity to rebook
the same position for RBTE 2015. Now this
is closed we’re ploughing through all the
potential new exhibitors who are looking
to book a stand.   

As we’re moving to Olympia’s Grand Hall
for our 2015 event, which will also
incorporate the launch of our new show
‘Retail Design Expo’, I visited the new
venue to assess the space and discuss
where our feature areas will be situated.
Our conference theatres were jam packed
at RBTE in March so we need to increase
the capacity in our theatres. We had a
fantastic speaker line up, and have plans in
place for an even bigger and better
programme for RBTE 2015. Our new look
Innovation Theatre which we ran in

association with Eccomplished was another
show highlight. Each session was over
subscribed, and the introduction to the
Innovation programme from Nick Wheeler,
owner of Charles Tyrwhitt set the scene for
an amazing two days of innovation, which
was re ected across the show.

I headed back to the o ce and caught up
on a few more calls, then I was straight back
out for my lunch time work out session at
the gym to keep in shape for my anticipated
call up for Crystal Palace! 

When I got back to the o ce I caught up
with the editor of our online magazine,
Essential Retail. We hold a weekly editorial
meeting and it’s a great opportunity to
discuss what’s happening in the market and
keep abreast of the trends and hot topics. I
then headed out again, this time to meet up
with a potential client   as well as RBTE and
Essential Retail we have a portfolio of
events and services and this enables us to
o er very targeted end to end marketing
campaigns which go way beyond an
exhibition stand.

Back in the o ce I prepared for the
following days board meeting and also for
an interview with a candidate for a newly
created role at RBTE. We’re growing rapidly
and it’s an exciting time for us.

Contact
RBTE
www.retailbusinesstechnologyexpo.com

Our conference theatres were jam packed at RBTE
in March so we need to increase the capacity in our
theatres. We had a fantastic speaker line up, and have
plans in place for an even bigger and better
programme for RBTE 2015

“ “

A1
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An event at the Casio store in Covent Garden
saw over thirty leading retailers attending.
PMC and partners Casio, Epson and YESpay
hosted this joint event to showcase PMC’s
Store Enabler, a unique application allowing
retailers to transform their website into a
mobile POS. They are able to scan products,
print receipts as well as take secure
payments.
CEO of PMC, Paul Mason, commented “We
wanted to give retailers the opportunity to
see the bene ts Store Enabler can drive in a
real life store environment. We had a fantastic
take up of invitations to the event, proving
that retailers are searching for the right
solution to their in store mobile challenges.”
General Sales Manager Andrew Reason from
Casio said “Casio experiences the same
challenges as many other retailers; our stores
can only hold a limited subset of our entire
range. Store Enabler allows us to complete
the consultative sales process successfully at
the point of decision even if the chosen item
isn't at the store with a customer present
card transaction. This gives us true range

PMC Showcase Store Enabler in Casio Covent Garden Store.

extension and a higher level of customer
satisfaction.
Most of the other retailers who attended the
event at the agship Covent Garden store
con rmed that they were experiencing the
same or similar challenges to Casio, and a
number of them expressed interest in
considering Store Enabler for their stores in
the near future."
Paul Mason concluded “It was great to talk to
so many retailers about how Store Enabler
could be used in their stores to deliver a
better customer experience and drive higher
sales. The hugely positive reaction we
received to Store Enabler validated our
innovative approach to using existing systems
to rapidly deploy a mobile solution that really
delivers an all important ROI.”

Contact
PMC
+44 (0)1235 521900
www.pmcretail.com

“We wanted to give retailers
the opportunity to see the
bene ts Store Enabler can
drive in a real life store
environment. We had a
fantastic take up of invitations
to the event, proving that
retailers are searching for the
right solution to their in store
mobile challenges.”
Paul Mason, CEO of PMC 

A1

Out and About
PMC
Casio Store
London, UK

Transform your website into a
mobile POS
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Out and About
arken
The Perfume Shop
Westfield Shopping Centre

2

West eld Shopping Centre in Stratford
London is where The Perfume Shop decided
to open it’s new agship store, all designed
by arken P O P international. They focused
on the experience of buying perfume with
an ‘open sell’ approach giving a clean and
personalised shopping experience.
Customers now have open access to
product testers and don’t have to ask a
member of sta  for test sprays. There is a
new Perfume Expertise area so that
customers can enjoy a personalised digital
consultation, enabling them to nd their
perfect perfume.
Managing Director Jo Walker of The
Perfume Shop commented “This is a bright
new retail concept for the brand that aims
to give today’s perfume shoppers the
experience they are looking for when
buying branded products. Strengthening

The Perfume Shop launches next-generation
retail concept at Westfield Stratford City.

our retail presence from every aspect, it
gives us a fantastic opportunity to show the
best of The Perfume Shop and our extensive
product range in a way that includes
shoppers in the concept, letting them
become more a part of the experience. Our
newly imagined store concept creates a
shopping experience that is more
approachable in terms of its layout and
youthful in design and colourways, with a
heavy use of white giving it a fresh clean
look while our other on brand colour, red, is
used to accent the tester sections, making
them easy to identify instore.”

Contact
arken
+44 (0)1638 565656
www.arken pop.com

Enhancing the 
customer experience

This is a bright new 
retail concept for the
brand that aims to give
today’s perfume
shoppers the experience
they are looking for
when buying branded
products. Strengthening
our retail presence from
every aspect.
Jo Walker Managing Director of The
Perfume Shop

“

“

A1
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3Out and About
proportion>london
Victoria and Albert Museum
London, UK

The Glamour of Italian fashion exhibition is now open 
at the V&A in London. We find out more…

The Victoria and Albert Museum’s
spring exhibition 'The Glamour of
Italian Fashion 1945 2014' is now open
to the public!  It tells the story of Italian
fashion and radiates glamour and
beauty, displaying 120 ensembles and
accessories from some of the leading
fashion houses which include Dolce
and Gabbana, Giorgio Armani, Gucci,
Versace, Prada and Pucci.
The exhibition illustrates the elixir of
Italian culture through a series of
traditional manufacturing techniques
with spinning, weaving, cutting and
stitching, some of which have been
used for hundreds of years in Italy.
The clothing is displayed on
proportion>london’s female
mannequin collection FLUID which
were customised for the exhibition.
One of these mannequins required
alternations to wear a Pucci shirt and
tights and stands by Italy’s iconic
Vespa, using discreet armature wire
arms and breglass hands, to allow this
specialist gure to be placed in the

desired pose, with no stress applied to
the clothing.
For many other garments the FLUID
mannequin needed to have re shaped
bust and hip dimensions in order for
the out t to t precisely.

Contact
proportion>london
+44 (0)20 7251 6943
www.proportionlondon.com

Fashion 
Passion for 

A1

Valentino posing with models. Rome, July 1967
Courtesy of The Art Archive / Mondadori 
Portfolio / Marisa Rastellini 

Installation image, copyright Victoria and Albert Musuem
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www.the-wow-business.co.uk
enquiries@the-wow-business.co.uk

+44 (0)1455 697608

Christmas all wrapped up 

The Wow Business

ChristmasGarlands

Christmas

Lights

Christmas Made to Order!

BESPOKE

BAUBLES
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Out and About
Eurostop
St Pancras Chambers Collection
London, UK

4
Keeping 

An estimated one million visitors travel
through St Pancras International each week
and around 25% are there for other reasons
than to travel.  St Pancras Chambers
Collection have transformed the Grade I*
listed Victorian St Pancras Chambers and is
now a 5 star luxury hotel and apartments
and Eurostop retail management solutions
have a new retail venture with a range of
exclusive gifts available for purchase after
passport control at St Pancras
International. St Pancras Chambers
Collection is using Eurostop’s e pos system
and e rmis suite of head o ce management
applications to automate and facilitate its
stock control processes.
Director of St Pancras Chambers Collection,
Mr Thang Vo Ta, said “St Pancras
International presents a powerful business
proposition for new retail venture like
ourselves seeking to capitalise on the huge
footfall coming into the station premises.
Having a robust retail management
framework is critical to our success.  We
believe that Eurostop’s excellent reputation
in the high end specialist retail sector,
combined with proven technology that
o ers the latest functionality in one, simple

Brand new retail venture at St Pancras International selects Eurostop e-pos system and
e rmis suite of head office management applications to automate and facilitate its stock
control processes.

Control

A1

to use package, will support our rst step
into retail from day one.”
Sales and Marketing Manager at Eurostop
Phillip Moylan, added, “New businesses
such as St Pancras Chambers Collection
need all the support they can get to stand
out from the crowd and ourish in today’s
competitive retail market. Our single,
integrated retail management platform will
automate and streamline their back o ce
processes, giving them the freedom to
focus their e orts 100% on providing
exceptional customer service that boosts
sales and delivers a healthy bottom line.” 

Contact
Eurostop
+44 (0)20 8991 2700
www.eurostop.com
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It all started in 1934 London with Barney Brown,
string, bales of hessian and a barrow. 80 years
on and today BBrown offers an extensive range
of display materials still including Hessian, 
felt together with Glitter fabrics, PVC and light
reflective polycarbonates and we now have a
global client base.
Our offices are in London, Paris, Poland and
Dubai. This year we celebrate 80 years in the
business of display. That’s eight decades of
supporting you and you supporting us. We
thank you for that support and look forward 
to working with you all for the next 80 years…

Please come and see us on Stand C1/2 at
the VM and Display Show 2014, come and
see what has changed…..
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Web supervisor for tReds Dan House said
"As an online fashion retailer it's crucial that
we make buying goods as quick and easy as
possible for our customers. Secure Trading
was the obvious choice for us, and on top of
providing a wide range of payment methods
for shoppers, it can also support us in future
international expansion.”

Channel and Product Director Michael Lane
at Secure Trading, commented “tReds has
great potential for growth and it’s fantastic
to see the company bringing its o ering
online. In the modern ecommerce arena it's
essential that businesses take a holistic
approach to payments. It's not enough to
look at payment processing in isolation  it's
vital that security, compliance, optimisation
and other elements are considered in
tandem. Unlike many independent
ecommerce platforms in the UK, tReds is
ambitiously setting its sights on the global
market, and we are looking forward to
supporting the company every step of the
way and facilitating its growth overseas.”

Contact
Secure Trading
0333 240 6000
www.securetrading.com

A1

With over 30 stores in the
UK, tReds the footwear

and clothing company
for men, women

and children has
expanded it’s 
online payment
management by
using Secure
Trading a leading
independent

payment
management

company. Secure
Trading provide a full

range of payment
management services.

They have a resilient
gateway to e ciently process

card payments of all types with
cyber security and anti fraud

measures ensuring that customers
details are safeguarded at all times.
Secure Trading is PCI DSS Level 1 compliant

and subsequently stores all sensitive data
removing the need for tReds to have to
handle customer’s card details which in turn
adds an additional layer of security as well as
having scope to provide currency conversion
solutions so are ready for tReds overseas
expansion.

64

Out and About
Secure Trading
tReds
UK

As an online fashion 
retailer it's crucial that we
make buying goods as quick
and easy as possible for our
customers. Secure Trading was
the obvious choice for us, and
on top of providing a wide
range of payment methods for
shoppers, it can also support 
us in future international
expansion.
Web supervisor for tReds
‘Dan House’ ”

“

tReds choose Secure Trading for their 
payment management services.

Best 

Foot 
Forward

‘
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Products Pick N Mix

The latest trends of Spring/Summer 2014 are
fresh, bright, colourful and full of imagination,
which we are proud to present in our current
catalogue.
The diversity of the products available will
surprise you, they each represent a harmonious
mix of creativity as well as fantastic seasonal
style.

+44 (0)207 754 5499 
www.decowoerner.com

With the UK co ee shop market growing considerably, according to Allegra Strategies Project Café
13 UK there was a strong sales growth of 6.4% on the previous year with £6.2 billion total turnover
last year, P C Henderson's sliding door gear systems provide an ideal solution to make any café
project stand out from the crowd. 

Speci cally designed for commercial applications requiring endfolding doors and ideal for the retail
environment are Securefold, Pacer and Flexirol folding door systems. The range covers everything
from internal folding partitions to exterior folding entrance ways. 

+44 (0)191 377 0701 
www.pchenderson.com

+44 (0)1252 311888 
www.securikey.co.uk

Mad About Design worked closely with Dior to design, build and install a 
promotional site to promote the launch of Addict Fluid Stick on a Roadshow 
stopping in 3 shopping centres. The black structure was highlighted with pink neon
lights and TV screens, and a central consultation area encouraged shoppers to
enter the space and test the product. A photobooth was also created and o ered
shoppers the chance to take a snapshot of themselves to keep. The striking site
was moved to three shopping centres throughout April, o ering the brand a full
month of visibility across the country.

+44 (0)20 3598 3138  
www.themadpeople.com

The Fire Stor range of re and burglary resistant 
storage cabinets from Securikey o ers an extremely
reliable and a ordable solution for the safekeeping
of important documents and other valuables – 
providing complete peace of mind even in the face 
of the unexpected.

When the home or workplace succumbs to re, the
destruction of documents such as insurance policies,
wills, passports and certi cates can greatly prolong
the time it takes for a person or company to get their
a airs back in order. The Fire Stor protects against
this eventuality with a double walled construction
that incorporates a re resistant lling according to
DIN 4102.

Heinrich Woerner GmbH

P C Henderson 

SECURIKEY

Mad About Design 

To advertise in this section please contact Holly Croot on T: 07828 608 162 or holly@a1mediamagazines.com
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Pick N Mix

New from German manufacture Aslan this self
adhesive vinyl has been developed speci cally for
the wall decoration market.  It has an easily
removable/repositionable adhesive allowing it to
be applied simply and removed cleanly.  The lm
comes in a range of 25 colours and can be plotter
cut into intricate designs.  Apply to almost any wall
surface for promotional or longer term graphics.
Excellent for retail, display, hospitality, and schools
 in fact anywhere where graphics need applying

direct to the wall surface.

+44 (0)1858 431642
www.dorotape.co.uk

Acqua di Parma commissioned Mad About Design to design and build a
site in Selfridges to support the launch of  Blu Mediterraneo Ginepro de
Sardegna and promote their summery fragrance collection. Inspired by
the sights and smells of the sea along the Italian coast, the site was
created to host an artist making special edition bottle lids on site. A
wave of bottles was created using acrylic rods and real orange trees sat
either side of a lightbox visual of a sunny seascape, to complete the
charming scene.

+44 (0)20 3598 3138  
www.themadpeople.com

Dorotape

Mad About Design

Designed speci cally for use in low bay retail and warehouse settings,
the new IS LED luminaire from GE Lighting combines exceptional light
quality with excellent vertical illuminance – o ering a greater depth of
light for a uniform appearance across shelving displays.    

O ering an unrivalled alternative to HID or T5 high intensity uorescent
xtures, the new IS LED luminaire o ers a CRI of 80, which combined

with its vertical illuminance qualities ensures low glare and no
pixelation of light.  Within a retail environment this means bottom
shelves are more e ectively lit, better highlighting all merchandise and
creating a pleasant shopping experience for customers. 

+86 3877 7888
www.gelighting.com

GE LIGHTING

Perspex Distribution now o er an unrivalled range of UK
produced rigid materials for retail point of sale production
& shop tting with the launch of Alupanel® A Lite – the
only aluminium composite range produced in the UK. 

UK produced Perspex® cast acrylic, aluminium composite,
PVC foam, polycarbonate and rigid PVC,  We believe in
sourcing the best materials for our customers. We have
built up an enviable range of UK sourced substrates
delivering quality, consistency and availability for all retail
projects. 

+44 (0)1932 356 900 
www.perspex.co.uk

Perspex Distribution

Continuing to develop their innovative LED range, the ultra slim Wallwasher LED by Hacel combines high
output, exceptional photometric performance, energy e ciency and longevity. The extruded aluminium
‘drop down’ asymmetric design with a recessing depth of only 31mm, delivers lighting directly into the
wall and ceiling junction making it eminently suited to wall display illumination in retail applications.
Designed for 15mm and 25mm T grid ceilings with complementary versions for recessed and surface
applications, the Wallwasher LED hosts a choice of gear types adding to the luminaires versatility and is
available in Warm White (3000K), Neutral White (4000K) and Cool White (5000K) versions.

+44 (0)191 280 9911  
www.hacel.net

HACEL

Products To advertise in this section please contact Holly Croot on T: 07828 608 162 or holly@a1mediamagazines.com
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arken are a one stop shop for all of your poster display needs, supplying
everything from illuminated window displays to poster frames..

Products are available off the shelf, can be customised to your exact colour or size
requirements, or bespoke displays can be designed in house to suit your needs.  
All products are designed and manufactured to the highest quality at arken’s factory 
in the UK, which also allows them to offer short lead times. This together with their 
very competitive prices, makes them one of the most popular suppliers to 
leading retailers.

The wide range of poster frames come in standard sizes or are made to measure.
These range from slide-in hanging frames; perfect for category signage, through to
waterproof exterior lockable poster cases.  Their hanging systems are perfect for
window displays, providing a simple solution for hanging large promotional posters.
The front opening designs make it simple to change posters single handed, whilst 
also complimenting any interior.

arken provide a wide range of LED poster displays perfect for all areas of the store, 
but in particular window areas. They also supply literature dispensers for brochures 
etc and can create any point of sale displays you may need.

Also creating entire stores from design through to installation - The New ‘Perfume
Shop’ at Westfield Stratford (see page 58) being one of their latest projects arken 
truly are a one stop shop for retail interiors and displays.

70 www.a1retailmagazine.com
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01638 565656
www.arken-pop.com
info@arken-pop.com

Mid West Displays are a leading supplier of off the shelf and
bespoke display solutions. They design and manufacture acrylic
displays. They are able to supply a huge range of cable & rod
display systems, sign supports, LED Light Panels, freestanding &
wall mounted panels, dispensers, acrylic cube kits and shelving
systems. 

A best seller is the Bevelled Edge Light Panel range
(sometimes referred to as LED Light/poster Pockets) for
displaying graphics/posters in windows & on walls. These Light
Panels have always been popular with Estate Agents, Building
Societies, salons and other high street retailers, which is why Mid
West are constantly developing these products. 

Never a dull moment with Mid West Displays
New innovations in these ranges include Bevelled Edge Light
Panels with various coloured glowing edges, different bespoke
shapes to suit all logos & some brand new illuminated shelving
that will also display a poster.

Get in touch to discuss your display requirements and we
will work with you to create a stunning display to meet your
own exact requiremnts.

Visit www.midwestdisplays.co.uk or phone 01743 465531

Your one stop shop for retail displays
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Slatform® is a metal slatwall system, made by pressing
the required number of slats into a sheet-metal panel.

You specify:

The pitch (vertical spacing).•
The number of slats.•
The panel size•
Perforated or plain sheet metal•
The colour (powder coated)•

Benefits of Slatform:

Looks great•
Strong•
Light•
Versatile•
Magnetic (temporary signage)•
Huge choice of colours•
Cheaper than aluminium systems•

Slatform® made exclusively by Lemarc Display Systems
www.slatform.com     sales@slatform.com     tel: 01638 714909

Are you looking for a modern alternative to traditional slatwall?
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Never a dull moment with Mid West Displays

Forbo Flooring Systems offers a brighter choice when it comes to safety
flooring with its newly launched STEP collection. Pioneering technical
developments have resulted in a range of products that signify the very best
of performance coupled with a fresh design direction – all fully guaranteed.

A step away from the more traditional “safety flooring” colours and designs,
demonstrating that there does not need to be any compromise when it
comes to combining the two key elements of safety and design.  

With an increased use of safety floors in the private sector the demand for
warmer and more welcoming finishes is growing. Forbo’s advances in
technology see revolutionary STEP safety crystals embedded throughout 
the wearlayer, providing a fully slip resistant solution. The entire collection
meets with the prevalent UK slip standards; wet Pendulum test >36 and 
>20 surface roughness, as well as EN1385 for sustainable slip resistance. 

Garry Bateman Head of Technical Sales and Support at Forbo Flooring
Systems comments: “The current trend is demanding a less industrialised
look and so the concept for STEP has evolved to include softer and more
natural inspired designs to help create warmer environments. Meanwhile 
the incorporation of the innovative STEP crystals refreshes the collection 
and ensures the designs look much brighter and fresher, yet still offering
outstanding slip resistance properties suitable for the intended area.”

www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/STEP 
0800 0282 162

SAFETY. DESIGN. CONFIDENCE – FORBO’S NEW 
STEP COLLECTION

Improving productivity for marketing departments and content designers is essential for efficient management of
multichannel digital signage networks. Large retail and advertising networks require frequent and accurate content
updates. ONELAN's new CMS features make this possible. 
Channel and playlist complexity is simplified through use of the Conditional Play Editor. Content and media players are
tagged with pre-defined meta data values. Content then plays when the conditions are met e.g meta tags match.
Additionally to speed up building of long or complex playlists, playlist items can be duplicated and then the media only
replaced, retaining the original items' play properties.

Improved Productivity with ONELAN's New CMS Features v1.1.5

Visit www.onelan.com or phone 01491 411400
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idden down a narrow street, positioned
right next to the river cam, right in the

heart of Cambridge is the Varsity Hotel and
Spa. 

After arriving at the hotel and making use of
the excellent valet parking service we were
met by several friendly sta , holding doors,
retrieving our luggage and checking us in, they
couldn’t do enough to make sure our rst

impressions of the hotel were good. 
The hotel comprises of a lobby on the

ground oor with rooms situated on the oors
above and at the top a stunning roof terrace
looking out over the picturesque views of
Cambridge. The spa and restaurant are located
in the adjacent building both with views over
the river Cam. 

76

Where to Stay

www.a1retailmagazine.com

H

This contemporary and stylish hotel right in the heart of the city of
Cambridge proved to be a hit when our Features Writer, 

Ruth, went to stay. 

CLASSICALLY

CAMBRIDGE
The hotel has just 48 rooms each celebrating

the cultural heritage of Cambridge. Our room
was spacious and well designed with a
stunning bathroom and oor to ceiling glass
windows with a Juliet balcony. 

The bathroom, complete with a freestanding
roll top bath was luxurious and relaxing and
the little touches such as bathrobes and
slippers only added to make the hotel feel a

home from home. 
The restaurant is a steak house and grill and

serves excellent food alongside a
comprehensive cocktail list. The cocktail menu
also has a very helpful cocktail map to help you
choose from their extensive list. 

Breakfast comprised of croissants, toast,
cereal and fruit although a cooked breakfast

was available at an extra charge.  We decided
on a hot breakfast with my partner ordering an
egg and bacon mu n and myself eggs
Benedict. Both were well cooked and
beautifully presented and breakfast was a
relaxed and enjoyable a air, with views over
the river and attentive sta .  You can even
choose to have your breakfast served in your
room if you wish.

All in all the Varsity Hotel and Spa was a
delightful hotel that took pride in making sure
every guest enjoyed their stay. The small
touches really made it feel luxurious and the
setting couldn’t have been better. 

Contact
The Varsity Hotel and Spa
+44(0)1223 306030
www.thevarsityhotel.co.uk
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Adhesive Hang Tabs
Hi Impact
www.hi impactproducts.com

Associations
SDEA
www.shopdisplay.org

Badges
Badgemaster
www.badgemaster.co.uk

Balloons, Bunting, Banners
B Loony Ltd
www.b loony.com

Bespoke Shopfitting Manufacturers
Retail Furniture Ltd
www.retailfurniture.net

Bespoke Shopfittings
Alan Nuttall Ltd
www.nuttalls.co.uk

HEC Showman Ltd
www.hec showman.co.uk

Brochure Holders
Brochure Holders International Ltd
www.brochureholders.com

Café Banners
Albion Design & Fabrication Ltd
www.albion manufacturing.com

Carpets - Bespoke Printed
Fusion Carpets
www.fusioncarpets.com

Christmas Displays
Graham Sweet Studios
www.grahamsweet.com

Communication
Call System
www.call system.com 

Design Agency
Lucky Fox
www.luckyfox.uk.com

Design Consultancies
The Attic Room Design Limited
www.theattic room.co.uk

Design4retail
www.design4retail.co.uk

Mad About Design Ltd
www.themadpeople.com

Design Consultancies
Sheridan and Co
www.sheridanandco.com

Designers and Manufacturers of 
Retail Displays
Alan Nuttall Ltd
www.nuttalls.co.uk

Concept Data Display Ltd
www.concept data.com

Heartbeat
www.heartbeatuk.com

Microslat International Ltd
www.microslat.com

Vision On
www.visionon.net

Designers, Manufacturers and
Installers of Retail Interiors
CDS
www.cdsgroup.uk.com

Display Lighting
Display Lighting Ltd
www.display lighting.com

Encapsulite International Ltd
www.encapsulite.co.uk

Display Materials
bbrown
www.bbrown.co.uk

Display Projects
GD Projects
www.gdprojects.eu

Display Solutions
NEC UK Limited
www.nec displays.co.uk

Display Systems
Albion Design & Fabrication Ltd
www.albion manufacturing.com

bbrown
www.bbrown.co.uk

Display Systems and Digital Signage
Fair eld Displays and Lighting
www.fair elddisplays.co.uk

Entrance Barrier Matting
COBA Europe Ltd
www.cobaeurope.com

E-payments
Intelligent payments
www.intelligentpayments.co.uk

Escalators
Stannah Lifts
www.stannah.com

Fire Retardancy Textile Finishers
Essex Flame Proo ng
www.essex ameproo ng.co.uk

Flooring
COBA Europe Ltd
www.cobaeurope.com

Flooring – fast curing resin systems
Dega oor Ltd
www.dega oor.com

Fragrance and aroma diffusers
Aromatise
www.aromatise.co.uk

Furniture and Fixings
Shopkit
www.shopkit.com

High Pressure Laminates
Deralam
www.deralam.co.uk

Industry Bodies
British Retail Consortium
www.brc.org.uk

POPAI
www.popai.co.uk

Retail Trust
www.retailtrust.org.uk

SDEA
www.shopdisplay.org

Instore Maintenance
Gem 2 Support
www.gem2support.co.uk

Inground Uplighters
Light Projects
www.lightprojects.co.uk

Interior Fit-out Contractor
Alan Nuttall Ltd 
www.nuttalls.co.uk

Nason Foster
www.nasonfoster.co.uk

On the web To advertise in this section please contact Holly Croot on T: 07828 608 162 or email holly@a1mediamagazines.com
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Interior Fit-out Contractor
The Bridgford Group
www.bridgford.co.uk

Laminates
Abet
www.Abetuk.com

EGGER (UK) LTD
www.egger.co.uk

Large Format Graphics
Stylo
www.stylographics.co.uk

Lighting
Shopkit
www.shopkit.com

Light Panels
Artillus Illuminating Solutions Ltd
www.artillus.com

Linoleum for furniture making & 
Shop Fitting  
Floormart Ltd
www.lino online.co.uk

Loyalty Systems
DED Limited
www.ded.co.uk

Mannequins, Busts and Forms
Morplan
www.morplan.com

Mannequin Renovations & Wig Makers
Arty Wigs Display
www.artywigsdisplay.com

Manufacturers of shopfittings and
shopfitting equipment
Dragon Display Systems Ltd
www.dragondisplay.co.uk

Merchandising
Gem 2 Support
www.gem2support.co.uk

Merchandise Display Furniture
MDF Displays
www.mdfdisplays.co.uk

Mobile Retail Software
VeriFone Globalbay
www.globalbay.co.uk

POP Installations
Ad Install
www.adinstall.co.uk

POP Installations
CJ Services (UK) Ltd
www.cjservices.co.uk

Gem 2 Support
www.gem2support.co.uk

Plan 2 Install
www.plan2install.co.uk

POP/POS
Amari Plastics
www.amariplastics.com

Arnold Plastics
www.arnoldplastics.com

POS and Display installation 
solutions
Ad Install
www.adinstall.co.uk

POS Hardware
DED Limited
www.ded.co.uk

PR and Marketing
Vast Publicity Limited
www.vastpublicity.com 

Queue Management
Albion Design & Fabrication Ltd
www.albion manufacturing.com

Retail Display
The Shop tting Shop Limited
www.theshop ttingshop.co.uk

Retail Display Manufacturer
Apple Display and Shop tting Ltd
www.appledisplay.co.uk

Strata Panels UK
www.stratapanels.co.uk

Retail,Hospitality & Display
Lighting
Compact Lighting
www.compact lighting.co.uk

Retail Lighting
Morplan
www.morplan.com

Rubber Sheeting
COBA Europe Ltd
www.cobaeurope.com o

n
 t
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b

Shopfitters
Alan Nuttall Ltd 
www.nuttalls.co.uk

International Displays
www.internationaldisplays.co.uk

Nason Foster
www.nasonfoster.co.uk

Shopfittings
Dragon Display Systems Ltd
www.dragondisplay.co.uk

Heartbeat 
www.heartbeatuk.com

Morplan
www.morplan.com

Signage
Bull Signs (International) Limited
www.bullsigns.com

Shopkit
www.shopkit.com

Size markers for hanging 
garments
Marc Bric
www.marcbric.com

Slatwall System
Microslat International Ltd
www.microslat.com

Turntables
Movetech UK
www.movetechuk.com/display

Vinyl Matting
Plastic Extruders
www.plastex.co.uk

Visual Display Training
Made You Look
www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

Visual Merchandising
Minki Balinki
www.minkibalinki.com

Waterproof Coloured Lighting
Encapsulite International Ltd
www.encapsulite.co.uk

Wood and Panel Machinery
SCM Group (UK) Ltd
www.scmgroup uk.com

To advertise in this section please contact Holly Croot on T: 07828 608 162 or email holly@a1mediamagazines.com
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ADHESIVE TABS

Hi-Impact Products 
manufacturers their Ultra 
Hang Tabs which are different;

Faster to use, Greener, with a patented innovative 
design, for quickest use in-store. They have recently
unveiled their new unique sheeted format Tabs. They
also supply their new patented Miracle-Sticks®

eliminates scotch tape from in-store signage. All their
products are now stocked in their Netherlands depot. 

Contact : Carl Pomerantz 
Tel: + 1 514 426 1634  Fax: + 1 514 426 1684   

Email: info@hi-impactproducts.com 
www.hi-impactproducts.com 

GRAPHIC MATERIALS SUPPLIERS

With over 25 years experience, Doro
Tape are major suppliers to the UK’s
sign and graphics industry, providing
a vast range of consumables, films
and accessories. Everything from

speciality vinyl, to wide format digital printing media. 

Doro Tape UK Ltd.
T: 01858 431 642   F: 01858 466 992    

www.dorotape.co.uk
New Mill, Farndon Road, Market Harborough, 

Leicestershire, LE16 9NP.

DESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS
OF POINT OF SALE PRODUCTS

Concept Data Display Ltd offers our clients more than
21 years experience in the design & manufacture of
point of sale and retail display products, standing
testament to our ever expanding and loyal client list. We
provide ourselves on our reputation for providing high
quality products on time and at a competitive price.

Concept Data Display Ltd
Tel: 0113 265 0093  Email: sales@concept-data.com

www.concept-data.com
Concept House, Victoria Industrial Estate, Victoria Road

Seacroft, Leeds LS14 2LA

BALLOONS & BUNTING

Making advertising balloons easy to use! Balloon 
printers supplying all accessories for POS decorations
including helium gas. Also flags, banners, bunting,
sashes and staff clothing.

B-LOONY Ltd
tel. 01494 774376  

e-mail: sales@b-loony.co.uk
web: www.b-loony.com

Sunnyside Road, Chesham, Bucks HP5 2AR

BAUBLES

personalised, branded, logo baubles - ideal for 
promotion, decoration, display, gift with purchase, fund
raising, visual merchandise and many other applications

Festive Promotions
t: 01865 744711  sales@festivepromotions.com 

www.festivepromotions.com
the grotto, 70 sandfield road, oxford ox3 7rl

DISPLAYS
WINDOW & INTERIOR

Your shop and window display project managed from
start to finish. Cable Displays, Freestanding Frames,
Poster holders, Rotating Displays, Cube Displays,
Light Panels, POS, Shelving and much more... 
All across the UK, Off-the-shelf or bespoke, we have
something to suit everyone!
T: 01743 465531       E: sales@midwestdisplays.co.uk

W: www.midwestdisplays.co.uk

BESPOKE SHOPFITTING MANUFACTURERS

We are a large, established,
joinery manufacturing
business offering shop

fitters and retailers the opportunity to purchase high
quality, joinery and bespoke shopfitting solutions
within a vast product range, supplied in a professional,
cost efficient manner. Retail Furniture Ltd. is also able
to offer polyurethane edging, which is manufactured in
house. Please contact us for full details.

Retail Furniture
Tel: 01952 587277 Fax: 01952 587667

sales@retailfurniture.net  www.retailfurniture.net
Unit E, Halesfield 13, Telford, Shropshire, TF7 4PL

To advertise 

in this section

please contact

Holly on 

01787 222251
holly@a1mediamagazines.com

A1 Retail
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POP INSTALLATION

CJ Services delivers guaranteed 
compliance rates for all your in-store 
marketing activity. 
• Marketing Solutions
• POS Placement
• Telesales • Field Sales 

• Product Experience Presentation 
• Promotional Implementation • Retail Audits
• NPD Introduction and Pull Through                    

CJ Services
T: 0800 009 4189  E: sales@cjservices.co.uk 

W: www.cjservices.co.uk
15 Stuart Road Manor Park Runcorn WA7 1TS

SHOPFITTING & DISPLAY MANUFACTURERS

Walker Bros have been 
manufacturing metal display
products for over 30 years. Our

standard range of solutions includes: Display Hooks,
RSB’s, Shelf Brackets, Shelving Accessories, Flower
Displays plus our Queuing System. We can also offer a
full bespoke service for when you want something a 
little bit different.

Walker Bros (Elland) Ltd
Tel: 01422 310767 or Email: sales@wbelland.com 

www.retail- innovations.co.uk  
Ainleys Industrial Estate, Huddersfield Road, Elland,

West Yorkshire. HX5 9JP

SIGNS & DISPLAYS

Signbox designs and
creates inspirational
architectural signs for a
range of markets,
including corporate,
retail, hotel and leisure.

Combining intelligent design with an appropriate
choice of materials, Signbox produces high quality,
future proof and compliant sign solutions for the 
built environment.

Signbox
T: 01784 438688  F: 01784 471694

W: www.signbox.co.uk  E: sales@signbox.co.uk

LEAFLET DISPENSERS

Premium quality ‘Clear
View’ Leaflet Holders and

POS solutions from
Brochure Holders International. With an extensive
selection of counter stands, wall displays, outdoor

holders, carousels and more, the Taymar range has a
solution for every business. All UK Manufactured and

available from stock.
BROCHURE HOLDERS INTERNATIONAL LTD

Tel: 01787 220700  
Email: sales@brochureholders.co.uk

www.brochureholders.com
Earls Colne Business Park, Colchester, Essex, CO6 2NS

POSTER DISPLAYS

arken provide a comprehensive range
of quality poster displays including light

boxes, poster frames, hanging systems and pavement
signs. Products are available off the shelf, can be 
customised to specific size or colour or can be 
expertly designed to meet your individual brief. All our
products are manufactured to the highest quality at our
factory in the UK. Call today for more details or buy
standard sizes online at www.arken-pop.com.

arken P-O-P International
Tel: +44 (0) 1638 565656  Fax: +44 (0) 1638 662770

Email: info@arken-pop.com
CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE  

SHOPFITTING & DISPLAY SCHEMES

At SMITHvc we
offer a bespoke
service for shop
fitting and
design, window

display schemes and beautiful collections of fashion
mannequins. 2012 winner for the 'Best in store
installation' for a new department in a prestigious
London store.

SMITHvc
T: 0777 55 00 964  E: michael@smithvc.com

W: www.smithvc.com
London Office: 34a Ongar Road SW6 1SJ

RETAIL DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

Joalpe has been supplying Retail Display
Solutions throughout Europe for over 20 years stocking
“Point of Sale Solutions” for every application.
• Shopping Baskets • Slatwall Accessories • Hooks 
• News & Magazine Systems • Scanning Rail 
• Shelf ManagementSolutions 
• In-Store Communication • Dump Bins

Joalpe International UK Ltd.
Tel: +44 (0)1924 468940  or Email: info@joalpe.co.uk

Unit 5 Flagship Square, Shawcross Business Park,
Shawcross, Dewsbury, West Yorkshire, WF12 7TH

TURNTABLES

Movetech UK
Part of the British Turntable Group

Tel: 01204 537680  Email: display@movetechuk.com
www.movetechuk.com

Emblem Street, Bolton BL3 5BW

From small, lightweight point-of-sale display turntables
for short term use, to larger turntables designed for
durability and reliability over many years, Movetech UK
has a turntable to meet your needs.

LINOLEUM FOR FURNITURE MAKING 
& SHOP FITTING  

Lino Online supply 
furniture linoleum for all
types of furniture making
and shop fitting including
counter tops & desktops.

We offer a full range of products and colours suitable
for all industries. Whether you are furniture maker or
shop fitters we can cover your linoleum requirements.

Tel 0116 204 7145  Fax 08456 494950  
www.lino-online.co.uk

39 Carlisle Street, Leicester, Leicestershire, LE3 6AH

To advertise in this section please contact Holly Croot on T: 07828 608 162 or email holly@a1mediamagazines.com Directory
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An evolution in commerce
In the last decade, the cloud has
transformed how consumers shop. 
The industry has witnessed the
emergence of trusted and reputable
online marketplaces such as Amazon
along with the advent of simple cloud-
based services to develop websites.
These, as well as the broad range of
social networks and search engine tools,
make it possible for anybody to set-up
an ‘online stall’ practically overnight.
Attracting customers and selling in the
cloud has never been so achievable. 
The problem for payments, however, is
that they have been playing catch-up
with the cloud-based shopping
experience. All too often, the payment
experience has been ‘retro-fitted’ from
the real world. Consumers have to enter
their full card numbers or bank details,
as well as personal information, in order
to make a single purchase. 

The potential of the cloud
One inevitable change will be more
choice for the consumer and retailer at
the point of purchase. Technology is
already offering connections to hundreds
of different payment options, a choice
that simply didn’t exist a few years ago.
The proliferation of new payment
mechanisms began in the e-commerce
world. However, as physical stores
become better connected, these new
payment networks are beginning to
appear in-store as well. 
Thanks to the cloud, it’s far easier for
providers of these new payment options
to enter the market and quickly reach a

range of retailers in a matter of days. As
a result, consumers have access to more
payment options than ever before – they
not only have the choice of paying with
their debit and credit card but also
through their mobile bill or eWallet. 
Another big change is that payment
networks will become far smarter, more
adaptable and more context-aware. This
is due to the intensified competition and
the increasing dominance of mobile
devices and new digital media. As
always, the perfect payment is secure
and frictionless - the consumer shouldn’t
really need to think about it. Therefore,
whether a consumer is paying through
their mobile, tablet, TV, in-store or in
their car, the payment experience is
bespoke to them and the device they’re
using.

The future of payments lies in enabling
an omni-channel experience for the
omnipresent customer. From NFC
technology to mobile tablets, there are a
wide variety of options to be explored.
With cloud-based payments, retailers
can provide a simple, cost-effective
solution, while customers benefit from
low-friction transactions.

Contact
Kalixa Group
www.kalixa.com

Colin Swain, Head of Product, Innovation and Insight at Kalixa Group talks to A1 Retail about
how customers are becoming omnipresent as they interact with retailers and other businesses
across a growing number of channels. An omni-channel retail environment, demands an
omnipresent payment system, so customers can make payments consistently and seamlessly.
For payments to become omnipresent, we need to look to the cloud.  

A1
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